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ABSTRACT
This paper studies the whitebox coverage and fault detection
achieved by Output Uniqueness, a newly proposed blackbox
test criterion, using 6 web applications. We find that output uniqueness exhibits average correlation coefficients of
0.85, 0.83 and 0.97 with statement, branch and path coverage respectively. More interestingly, output uniqueness
finds 92% of the real faults found by branch coverage (and
a further 47% that remained undetected by such whitebox
techniques). These results suggest that output uniqueness
may provide a useful surrogate when whitebox techniques
are inapplicable and an effective complement where they
are.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.5 [Software Engineering]: Testing and Debugging

General Terms
Reliability, Verification

Keywords
Software Testing, Blackbox testing, Whitebox testing, Web
applications

1.

INTRODUCTION

This paper studies the blackbox test selection criterion
output uniqueness, which was introduced in our recent NIER
paper [5]. Output uniqueness is a purely blackbox technique
that maximises differences between observed outputs. In the
paper we report on the degree to which output uniqueness
can complement whitebox criteria and act as viable surrogate. Specifically, we study the correlations of seven definitions of uniqueness with more well-established, whitebox criteria: statement, branch and path coverage. We also study
and compare fault detection capability for output uniqueness and these structural whitebox coverage criteria.
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We study output uniqueness for 6 web applications. We
chose to study web applications because of their structurally
rich output, which supports investigation of many different
definitions of ‘uniqueness’. Our definitions range from the
almost implausibly permissive (differences in all but the last
line are ignored) to the least permissive possible (every character counts). In-between these extremes, we study a hierarchy of subsuming definitions of uniqueness.
Our study is partly motivated by the many previous studies [6, 16, 25, 29] that have reported that achieving high
structural whitebox coverage may leave many faults undetected. This previous work indicates the need for additional (and perhaps complementary) notions of test adequacy and coverage. Our results do, indeed, indicate that
output uniqueness finds many of the faults found by whitebox coverage and also complements whitebox techniques by
finding many faults that it leaves undetected.
The key insight that underpins the notion of output uniqueness is that two test cases that yield different kinds of output
may likely traverse two different paths. Moreover, in systems
with rich and structured outputs (such as, but not limited
to, web applications), we expect faults to be more likely to
propagate to the output and thereby produce a different output. Clearly, these observations depend on the definition of
‘output difference’ (which we define more rigorously later).
We use seven different definitions of output difference to
select those test inputs that yield unique outputs (outputs
that no other test input produces). Four of these definitions
appear in our previous NIER paper. In the present paper we
introduce Three new definitions and investigate our conjecture that output unique test suites would be likely to achieve
high structural coverage, even though they were created with
no knowledge of structure. We also investigate the conjecture that output unique test suites would likely enjoy high
fault finding potential.
The results of our empirical study provide evidence to
support these two conjectures. Specifically, we observe average Spearman rank correlations of 0.85, 0.83 and 0.97 respectively for statement, branch and path coverage with our
strictest criterion and strong correlations for less strict criteria. This suggests that output uniqueness, though it is
purely blackbox, is closely correlated to whitebox coverage.
We also report on the faults found by both output uniqueness and by whitebox techniques. Our results reveal that
output uniqueness is good at finding real faults in the systems to which it is applied, consistently finding 92% of the
faults found by branch coverage and a further 47% of additional faults that were not found by branch coverage.

The primary contributions of the paper are as follows:
1. An empirical investigation of the correlation between
output uniqueness and structural coverage of test suites
on six real-world web applications.
2. An empirical investigation of the correlation between
output uniqueness and fault detection capabilities of
test suites.
3. An empirical investigation of the consistency of output
uniqueness criteria in finding faults and their complementarity to branch coverage.
The findings of these studies indicate that output uniqueness can be used as both a surrogate and a complement to
whitebox techniques. This offers hope to testers working
in situations where whitebox techniques are difficult to apply. For example, where non-functional properties are to be
tested, such as execution time, insertion of the instrumentation needed by whitebox testing will disrupt the property that is under test [1]. For test engineers tasked with
testing third party code, the source may not be available
and so whitebox techniques would be inapplicable. Output
uniqueness may provide a useful surrogate in these situations as well as being a supplementary technique in cases
where whitebox testing is applicable.
In the rest of this paper, Section 2 presents our proposed
output uniqueness criteria, whilst Section 3 presents the empirical studies together with a discussion of their results, actionable findings and threats to validity. Section 4 presents
related work and Section 5 concludes.

2.

OUTPUT UNIQUENESS CRITERIA

To utilise output uniqueness as a selection criterion, we
first need to define what constitutes a unique output. The
authors’ NIER paper [5] introduced the concept of Output
Uniqueness (OU), presenting four different OU criteria (OUAll, OU-Text, OU-Struct and OU-Seq). In this section we
briefly review these four criteria, to make the paper self contained, and introduce three new criteria, yielding a family
of seven OU criteria for blackbox testing.

2.1

Web Application Output

Web output consists of the HTML code (H) and content
(C): The content (C) is the textual data visible to the user.
The HTML code (H) defines the structure and appearance
of the page as well as elements, such as Forms and links.
The HTML code consists of nested HTML tags (T ) that
define the element type (e.g. table, input). Each tag t ∈ T
has a set of attributes (A). For example, a tag t of type input could have attributes avalue and atype . An application’s
client-side output page is defined as a tuple O = hC, Hi,
where the HTML code H is a set T of tags t and each tag
in T is associated with a set A of attributes a.

2.2

OU Definitions

The client-side output in Figure 1(a) is taken from one
of the applications studied in the paper (Schoolmate) and
simplified for readability. This code will be used to illustrate
those parts of the output that are considered significant for
the purposes of defining each output uniqueness criterion.
Five of our OU criteria are based on the HTML structure,
while a further two are based on the content. A test suite
is defined as a set of (input, output) pairs. The strictest
structure based definition to consider is:

Definition 1 Output o is OU-All unique with regard to a
test suite T ⇐⇒ ∀ (i, o0 ) ∈ T o 6= o0 .
When a new output page is compared to previously visited
pages, any difference in the page categorises the new output
page as unique. All the HTML code in Figure 1(a) will be
considered for comparison when using OU-All.
This definition could potentially lead, in some cases, to
arbitrarily many unique outputs that do not necessarily enhance the test suite’s effectiveness, but considerably increase
oracle costs. For example, an application that displays the
date on the output page could result in a potentially infinite set of unique outputs. A page that displays product
information would have as many unique outputs as there
are products in its database. To overcome this problem output uniqueness can be defined, less strictly, in terms of the
HTML structure of the page (ignoring the textual content).
Definition 2 Output o is OU-Struct unique with regard to
a test suite T ⇐⇒ ∀ (i, o0 ) ∈ T where o = hC, Hi and
o0 = hC 0 , H 0 i H 6= H 0 .
Figure 1(b) shows the part of the output page that will be
considered for comparison when using OU-Struct. The text
in the output page is removed and only the HTML structure
is retained and compared to previously observed output to
decide whether the output is new.
This definition eliminates the ‘potentially infinite output’
issue in the text discussed for OU-All. However, the HTML
structure may still yield large test suites, for example, when
the structure embeds context-aware advertisements. We,
therefore, provide a new definition of output uniqueness that
retains input names and considers only input values for fields
of hidden type. This is to eliminate any variations that are
caused by Form options, default values or style settings.
Hidden Form variables are control variables that are embedded by the server-side code in Forms to pass state information to the client-side. Their role as conduits for state
information means that hidden Form variables may be expected to be significant in capturing application behaviour.
Unexpected values held in hidden Form variables can possibly indicate a fault in a previous execution.
Definition 3 Output o is OU-Hidden unique with regard to
a test suite T ⇐⇒ ∀ (i, o0 ) ∈ T where o = hC, Hi and o0 =
hC 0 , H 0 i and H and H 0 contain a set of tags T and T 0 and
attributes A and A0 respectively, either T 6= T 0 or ti ∈ T and
t0i ∈ T 0 are equal to ‘input’ and either anamei 6= a0namei or
atypei and a0typei are equal to ‘hidden’ and avaluei 6= a0valuei .
The subscripts to attributes a denote the type of attribute
being considered. An attribute anamei is an attribute of
type name in the set of attributes A associated with the ith
element in the set of tags T . Figure 1(c) shows that part of
the output that will be considered for OU-Hidden.
Hidden Form variables can also lead to arbitrarily large
unique output sets. For example, suppose the item order
Form for an online store contains a hidden field that holds
the item’s ID. There will be as many OU-Hidden unique
outputs as there are products in the database. Therefore,
it might be useful to consider characteristics of hidden Form
variable values rather than their actual values.
A new definition is, therefore, proposed based on the subtypes of hidden Form variable values. The subtypes used
in this paper are: positive and negative numbers, strings,
zeros, empty strings and NULL. These subtypes are chosen to be general (not application-specific) in order to avoid
experimenter bias in our empirical studies.

<html>
<head>
<title>SchoolMate
</title>
</head>
<body>
<form action=’index.php’
method=’post’ name=’login’>
Username:
<input type=text name=’user’>
Password:
<input type=password name=’pw’>
<input type=submit value=’Log’>
<input type=hidden name=’page’
value=’1’>
</form>
<span class=’footer’>Powered By
-SchoolMate</a>
</body>
</html>

<html>
<head>
<title>
</title>
</head>
<body>
<form action=’index.php’
method=’post’ name=’login’>

<input type=password name=’pw’>
<input type=submit value=’Log’>
<input type=hidden name=’page’
value=’1’>
</form>
<span class=’footer’>
</a>
</body>
</html>

<input name=’pw’>
<input>
<input name=’page’
value=’1’>
</form>
<span>
</a>
</body>
</html>

<input name=’pw’>
<input>
<input name=’page’
value=num>
</form>
<span>
</a>
</body>
</html>

</form>
<span>
</a>
</body>
</html>

(a) OU-All

(b) OU-Struct

(c) OU-Hidden

(d) OU-Subtypes

(e) OU-Seq

<input type=text name=’user’>

<html>
<head>
<title>
</title>
</head>
<body>
<form>

<input name=’user’>

<html>
<head>
<title>
</title>
</head>
<body>
<form>

<input name=’user’>

<html>
<head>
<title>
</title>
</head>
<body>
<form>

<input>
<input>
<input>
<input>

Figure 1: Output used by each structure based output uniqueness criteria on a simplified output page from
the Schoolmate application: OU-All considers all the output, OU-Struct considers only HTML structure,
OU-Seq considers HTML tags, but ignores attributes, OU-Hidden ignores all attributes except input names
and hidden fields, OU-Subtypes considers only the type of hidden fields.
However, in practice, the tester might define more specific
subtypes drawn from the domain of the application under
test (or for classes of such applications). This may allow
the tester to better incorporate domain knowledge into the
testing process.
Definition 4 Output o is OU-Subtypes unique with regard
to a test suite T ⇐⇒ ∀ (i, o0 ) ∈ T where o = hC, Hi and
o0 = hC 0 , H 0 i and H and H 0 contain a set of tags T and T 0
and attributes A and A0 respectively, either T 6= T 0 or ti ∈ T
and t0i ∈ T 0 are equal to ‘input’ and either anamei 6= a0namei
or atypei and a0typei are equal to ‘hidden’ and the subtype of
avaluei 6= subtype of a0valuei .

The last line of this text may be useful if, for example, it
flags a failure or denotes the final result of a computation.
Of course, it might also be the case that the last line of
output text is always identical (‘all completed successfully’
or some such). If it turns out to be effective at finding
faults then checking only the last line of text will certainly
simplify the tester’s job should he or she be playing the
role of oracle [22]. We will, therefore, investigate the use
of OU-LastText as a criterion to investigate whether it is
sufficiently discriminating to be used as a useful blackbox
criterion:

Figure 1(d) shows the part of the output that will be considered for OU-Subtypes. The value of the first hidden field
page was replaced by the corresponding subtype ‘num’.
A final structure based definition of output uniqueness can
be proposed where the HTML structure of a page is stripped
of any text or embedded values, including hidden field values, and only the opening and closing tags are considered:
Definition 5 Output o is OU-Seq unique with regard to
a test suite T ⇐⇒ ∀ (i, o0 ) ∈ T where o = hC, Hi and
o0 = hC 0 , H 0 i and where H and H 0 contain a set of tags T
and T 0 and attributes A and A0 respectively T 6= T 0 .
Figure 1(e) shows the part of the output that will be considered for OU-Seq. All text and attributes from HTML
tags are removed.
The previous five definitions focused on the HTML structure of an output page. However, the text in the page produced by the server may also be important. Therefore, a
new definition of output uniqueness is added:
Definition 6 Output o is OU-Text unique with regard to
a test suite T ⇐⇒ ∀ (i, o0 ) ∈ T where o = hC, Hi and
o0 = hC 0 , H 0 i C 6= C 0 .
For the HTML example in Figure 1(a), only the following
parts of the output page will be considered:
SchoolMate
Username:
Password:
Powered By-SchoolMate
OU-Text only considers the text in the output page.

Figure 2: Uniqueness criteria strictness hierarchy.
Definition 7 Output o is OU-LastText unique with regard
to a test suite T ⇐⇒ ∀ (i, o0 ) ∈ T where o = hC, Hi and
o0 = hC 0 , H 0 i and clast and c0last are the last lines of C and
C 0 respectively, clast 6= c0last .
For the HTML example in Figure 1(a) only the last line
‘Powered By-SchoolMate’ would be considered for comparison by the OU-LastText criterion. In this case, such a last
line of text would be an example of a situation in which OULastText is likely to be unhelpful; all HTML output pages
contain the terminating sentence ‘Powered By-SchoolMate’.
However, in other situations the last line may be better at
distinguishing the type of computation performed.
Figure 2 illustrates the strictness hierarchy of our proposed output uniqueness criteria: OU-All is the strictest criterion, while OU-LastText and OU-Seq are the least strict.
Structure based criteria (right branch) and text based criteria (left branch) are orthogonal. The OU relations form a
strictness hierarchy: A → B means that A is stricter than
B. That is, if B reports two outputs as unique, then A will
agree that they are unique, but not necessarily vice versa.

3.

EMPIRICAL STUDY

This empirical study is designed to answer the following
four research questions:
RQ1: Structural Coverage Ability: How do the output
uniqueness criteria correlate to whitebox coverage?
This research question investigates how well our output
uniqueness correlates to statement, branch and path coverage criteria. A strong correlation indicates that output
uniqueness criteria can be used as alternative criteria when
these whitebox criteria are found to be inapplicable (e.g.
when code is unavailable).
RQ2: Fault Finding Ability: How do the output uniqueness criteria correlate to fault finding ability of a test suite?
If a correlation is found in answer to RQ1, then this would
mean that output uniqueness could be used in place of structural coverage, but whether it should be used depends on its
ability to find faults. Therefore, RQ2 investigates the correlation between output uniqueness criteria and fault finding ability. It also examines how output uniqueness criteria compare to structural coverage criteria in their correlation to fault detection. To determine the usefulness of
output uniqueness criteria, a strong correlation should exist
between the number of unique outputs in a test suite and
the number of faults found by the test suite.
RQ3: Fault Finding Consistency: How does output
uniqueness consistency compare to structural coverage?
If RQ1 demonstrates that output uniqueness is correlated
to whitebox coverage and RQ2 indicates a strong correlation
with fault finding then output uniqueness should be used as
a way to find faults, but there remains a question of how
reliable it will prove to be in practice. That is, how likely
is it that all equally unique test sets will find a given fault.
This ‘consistency’ question is addressed by RQ3.
RQ4: Additional Fault Finding Ability: Can output
uniqueness augment whitebox techniques?
Suppose RQs 1,2 and 3 indicate that correlations exist between output uniqueness and both whitebox coverage and
consistent fault finding. This would provide evidence that
we could use output uniqueness to achieve structural coverage when whitebox techniques are inapplicable. However,
what if whitebox techniques are applicable; should we still
consider using output uniqueness? RQ4 addresses this question. It asks whether output uniqueness criteria are also
complementary to structural coverage criteria; do they find
additional faults missed by whitebox techniques?

3.1

Experimental Design

This section describes the subjects, measures and analysis
tools used in the empirical study.

3.1.1

Subjects

The web applications we used are described in Table 1.
These applications range from 800 LoC to 22K LoC and
have been used by other research on web testing [4, 7].
For each application, we collected all test cases generated
from a tool called SWAT from previous work [4] to form a
pool of test cases. This pool is used for sampling in the experiments performed for the empirical study. Test cases are
collected from those generated for each of the three variations of the search based algorithms implemented for SWAT.
Every test case is a sequence of one or two requests. That
is, a test case consists of two requests when login is required
for the action in the second request to be performed.

Details about the size and performance of each pool of
test data for each application are provided in Table 2.
Table 1: The web applications used in the study.
PHP PHP
App Name Version Files LoC Description
FAQForge
1.3.2 19
834 FAQ management tool
Schoolmate
1.5.4 63 3,072 School admin system
0.9.0 24 2,701 Online chess game
Webchess
PHPSysInfo
2.5.3 73 9,533 System monitoring tool
Timeclock
1.0.3 62 14,980 Employee time tracker
PHPBB2
2.0.21 78 22,280 Customisable web forum

3.1.2

Measures

Coverage, fault detection and output uniqueness are measured and evaluated for the empirical study. For coverage:
path, branch and statement coverage are measured. Statement coverage and branch coverage are widely used in research to measure and compare the effectiveness of test data
generation approaches [7, 14, 27, 38] and in approaches that
specifically aim to maximise such coverage [15, 26, 34, 39].
Path coverage is a stronger criterion that subsumes both
branch and statement coverage. The ‘all paths’ criterion is
infeasible, because there are usually infinitely many paths.
Nevertheless, we can measure the number of distinct paths
covered by a test suite and thereby measure path coverage.
We use an automated oracle to check for fault revelation.
That is, our oracle automatically reports PHP and SQL execution errors parsed from PHP error log files and the output HTML pages of each test case. Only faults that are
caused by a unique code location and have a distinct type
are counted (to avoid double counting of faults). We use an
automated oracle because it is unbiased and is unaffected by
the experimenters’ involvement in the evaluation.
Table 2 reports the size of each test pool, the total number of faults that can be detected, as well as the maximum
paths, branches and statements covered by the test pool.
The number of distinct outputs measured according to each
output uniqueness criterion is also reported.
The pool of test data for Schoolmate is considerably larger
than that for the other applications (∼ 73k test cases compared to < 23k). PHPSysInfo has the fewest test cases
(1,130). However, these pools were not altered by reducing
the Schoolmate pool or expanding the PHPSysInfo pool. We
refrain from such interference with the test pools to avoid
any possibility of experimenter bias.
In our experiments, each sample from the pool is the subject of a pairwise comparison of blackbox and whitebox coverage achieved. This is used in a correlation analysis. Because the measurements are paired, we are always comparing
like-for-like in the inferential statistical analysis.
Although all test cases in the pool are unique, the analysis
shows that, even for the strictest output uniqueness definition, only a small percentage of test cases produce unique
outputs (ranging from 3-28%). The only exception is PHPSysInfo, for which nearly all outputs are unique for both the
OU-All and OU-Text criteria. This is caused by the application displaying several data items that are time sensitive
on the output page: Execution time and system up time.

3.1.3

Analysis Tools

Xdebug was used to record statement coverage. Xdebug
cannot be used for branch and path coverage because it does
not produce a trace of statements executed.

Table 2: Test data information and output analysis information: Number of test cases, faults found and total
paths, branches and statements covered by the subject test data for each of the 6 web applications together
with the number of distinct outputs for each of the output uniqueness definitions.
Whitebox Coverage
Blackbox OUTest
Sub
Last
App Name Cases Faults Paths Branches Statements
All Text Struct Hidden types Seq Text
FAQForge
7,233
67
176
96
516 1,287 1,175 1,049
896
78 55
7
Schoolmate 72,674
201
333
570
2,973 1,982 638 1,489 1,464 326 271 248
9,377
98
209
460
2,097 1,608 408 1,556 1,316 151 38 15
Webchess
PHPSysInfo 1,130
6
341
476
4,841 1,047 1,047
707
14
14 14 884
Timeclock 10,671
186
439
831
5,386 3,014 782 2,638
249 111 80 89
PHPBB2
22,379
79 2,030
1,337
7,807 5,617 1,602 4,138
513
92 82 27
Therefore, the applications’ code was instrumented to produce execution traces that can be used to measure branch
and path coverage. This instrumentation affects neither order nor frequency of execution. A test harness was developed
to execute test cases and analyse the output. Statistical
analysis and data visualisation was performed using R1 .

3.2

Experiments and Discussion

This section describes the experimental methodology and
discusses the results obtained for each of the analyses we
performed, answering each of the four research questions
and describing actionable findings and threats to validity.

3.2.1

RQ1: Structural Coverage Ability

To investigate the correlation between structural coverage criteria and output uniqueness criteria, we randomly
created N test suites from the test pool of each application.
Each individual test suite is composed of between 10 and
500 randomly selected test cases from the pool of all test
cases generated by the web testing tool SWAT.
For each test suite we measured statement, branch and
path coverage as well as the number of unique outputs based
on all output uniqueness criteria. We then calculated Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between each of the three
whitebox coverage measures and the number of unique outputs for each of the seven output uniqueness definitions.
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient was chosen to assess correlation because it is a non-parametric statistical test
and, therefore, makes assumptions about neither the distribution of faults found, nor coverage nor output uniqueness.
We repeat the experiment 30 times for each application.
This gives us 30 different measurements of the Spearman
rank correlation, which we will depict using box plots. These
box plots give an indication of the variance in correlations
observed and, thereby, an assessment of the reliability of
conclusions that can be drawn about the true overall correlation (over all possible test suites).
Figure 3 illustrates the overall ‘nested’ structure of the
evaluation experiments. In total 18,600 test suites were sampled for each application (111,600 test suites in total). This
provides us with a large set of experimental data on which
to base robust conclusions regarding the research questions.
We first established a suitable choice for the parameter
N to the experimental approach outlined in Figure 3. This
parameter determines the number of test suites used in each
computation of a Spearman rank correlation. If N is insufficiently large then there would be too great a variation in
correlation values observed. Such a large variance would in1
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Figure 3: Framework of the experiments performed
for the study. The overall framework was repeated
with three values for N : 20, 100 and 500. The nested
repetition required by inferential statistical analysis
meant that we considered 111,600 test suites in total, over all experiments.
hibit our ability to draw firm conclusions regarding the true
correlation over all possible test suites.
We experimented with N = 20, N = 100 and N = 500,
examining the correlation between output uniqueness and
whitebox coverage. Once the value N = 500 was reached
it had become clear that there was little variation in correlation coefficients over all three whitebox criteria and so
N = 500 was selected as the final choice for N .
Space does not permit us to show results for all criteria.
However, Figure 4 illustrates the way in which increasing N
effectively reduces the ‘error bars’ on the median correlation
coefficient for one of the three: branch coverage. The results for statement and path coverage are similar. As can
be seen from Figure 4, the variance in correlation coefficients
observed is unacceptably large for N = 20, but it is considerably narrowed at N = 500.
We will use this value of N to answer RQ1 (and the subsequent RQs). Figure 5 presents the results of correlation
analysis. Each of the six rows of box plots in Figure 5 relates to one of the six applications, while each of the three
columns relates to one of the three whitebox criteria: statement, branch and path coverage. In each row and column of
Figure 5 we find a subfigure depicting seven boxplots. These
seven boxplots report the correlation between the seven output uniqueness criteria and the whitebox criterion for that
column and the web application for that row.
For all six applications, the results clearly reveal a strong
correlation between six of the output uniqueness criteria (all
except OU-LastText) and all three whitebox coverage criteria. Path coverage exhibits the strongest correlation in
general.

(a) 20 suites

(b) 100 suites

(c) 500 suites

Figure 4: Effect of test suite set size (N ) on correlation coefficient variance for N = 20, 100, 500 over 30 different
experiments for Schoolmate. Results for the other five web applications are similar.
We observed that the correlations are less strong for PHPSysInfo for the three criteria OU-Hidden, OU-Subtypes and
OU-Seq. However, recall that for these three criteria, our
test pool contained few distinct outputs (only 14 in total;
an order of magnitude fewer than for other criteria). For all
other web applications and all of the other output uniqueness criteria for PHPSysInfo, the correlations are strong.
In summary, the answer to RQ1 is that output
uniqueness criteria were strongly correlated to structural coverage.

3.2.2

RQ2: Fault Finding Ability

To investigate the correlation between fault finding ability
of a test suite and structural coverage and output uniqueness
criteria, Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient was calculated between the number of distinct faults found and each
of the output uniqueness criteria, structural coverage criteria and test suite size for each set of test suites.
Figure 6 reports the results of this analysis in six subfigures; one for each web application studied. We report the
correlation between faults found and test suite size in each
subfigure because we know size is correlated with fault finding. Therefore, correlation values for size provide a useful
comparator for the other correlations observed.
The results show that for 5 of the 6 applications and all
output uniqueness criteria except OU-LastText, a strong
correlation exists between output uniqueness and fault finding ability. Output uniqueness is typically as strongly or
more strongly correlated to fault finding than test suite size.
This correlation is also at least as strong as those observed
between fault finding and structural coverage.
In summary, the answer to RQ2 is that output
uniqueness criteria were strongly correlated to fault
finding and performed at least as well as whitebox
criteria at fault finding.

3.2.3

RQ3: Fault Finding Consistency

To investigate the reliability of output uniqueness criteria, we analyse the consistency of fault finding for each output uniqueness definition. If all test cases that produce the
same output always find the same faults, these faults are
very likely to be detected by any test suite that satisfies the
output uniqueness criteria. The analysis is also applied to
structural coverage to facilitate comparison.
Table 3 reports the results of the analysis. The last five
columns of the figure can be ignored for now, since these
address RQ4 and will be discussed in the next section.

The first column is the web application for which results
are reported in the remaining columns. The second column
reports the total number of faults found over all techniques.
The third and fourth columns report the number of faults
found consistently and inconsistently by branch coverage,
according to our definitions of consistency explained below.
A fault is found consistently by branch coverage if
there exists a branch where all tests that cover the branch
reveal the fault, and it is found inconsistently, if no such
branch exists. These results from the third and fourth column (branch coverage consistency) can be compared with
the corresponding results for each of the seven output uniqueness criteria. The sixth and seventh columns report the
numbers of faults found consistently and inconsistently by
our output uniqueness criteria.
A fault is found consistently by an output uniqueness criterion OU, if there exists an output o that is unique
according to OU and all test cases that produce o reveal the
fault. It is found inconsistently if it is found by some OU
test suites but no such o exists.
The results show that, for all applications except PHPBB2, at least one output uniqueness criterion finds more
faults consistently than branch coverage. Indeed, for all applications, test suites that satisfy OU-All, OU-Text and OUStruct criteria find more faults consistently than branch coverage. The number of faults found consistently by output
uniqueness decreases as the criteria become less strict.
These results confirm that the more strict criteria can be
effective as test adequacy criteria when structural coverage
cannot be measured. Indeed, OU-All consistently finds 92%
of the faults consistently found by branch coverage.
In summary, the answer to RQ3 is that for several
output uniqueness criteria, fault finding ability was
at least as consistent as it was for whitebox criteria.

3.2.4

RQ4: Additional Fault Finding Ability

The last five columns of Table 3 address the complementarity of output uniqueness. The columns headed ‘∪’ and
‘∩’ show, respectively, the union and intersection of faults
found consistently by branch coverage and faults found consistently by output uniqueness. The column headed ‘B − O’
reports faults found consistently by branch coverage but not
by output uniqueness, while the column headed ‘O − B’ reports faults found consistently by output uniqueness but not
branch coverage. Finally, the column headed ‘F −(∪)’ shows
the faults that are found by either technique, but which are
not found consistently by either.

(a) FaqForge statement cov

(b) FaqForge branch cov

(c) FaqForge path cov

(d) Schoolmate statement cov

(e) Schoolmate branch cov

(f) Schoolmate path cov

(g) Webchess statement cov

(h) Webchess branch cov

(i) Webchess path cov

(j) PHPSysInfo statement cov

(k) PHPSysInfo branch cov

(l) PHPSysInfo path cov

(m) Timeclock statement cov

(n) Timeclock branch cov

(o) Timeclock path cov

(p) PHPBB2 statement cov

(q) PHPBB2 branch cov

(r) PHPBB2 path cov

Figure 5: Variations in Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between structural coverage and output
uniqueness for 500 test suites of a random size between 10 and 500 test cases over 30 different experiments.

(a) FaqForge

(b) Schoolmate

(c) Webchess

(d) PHPSysinfo

(e) Timeclock

(f) PHPBB2

Figure 6: Variations in Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between fault finding and structural and output
criteria for 500 test suites of a random size between 10 and 500 test cases over 30 different experiments for the
6 applications. Output uniqueness criteria exhibit strong correlation to fault finding, comparing favourably
to both the correlations for size of test suite and those for the three whitebox coverage criteria.
The results provide evidence to support the claim that
output uniqueness and branch coverage are complementary.
We also investigated complementarity for both statement
and path coverage. Though space does not permit us to
present the results here in the same level of detail as for
branch coverage2 , we can report that results for statement
coverage are similar to those for branch coverage. We can
also report that, even for path coverage, for 4 of the 6 applications, the faults found consistently by output uniqueness
criteria are complementary to those found by path coverage.
Perhaps, most important for the impact of output uniqueness, we observe, over all programs studied, that our OU-All
blackbox text suites consistently found 47% of the additional
faults not found by branch coverage.
In summary, the answer to RQ4 is that output
uniqueness proved to be complementary to whitebox
criteria; it found many faults that whitebox techniques left undetected.

3.3

Future Work and Actionable Findings

In this section we briefly describe directions for future
research and actionable findings. The evidence we present
in this paper derives from experiments with six real-world
web applications; we have not presented evidence concerning
non-web-based applications. Furthermore, some of our output uniqueness criteria are specifically defined for the web,
drawing inspiration from the structure inherent in HTML
output. Results for these criteria are clearly not applicable to other (non-web-based) testing scenarios. A natural
next step would be to investigate whether similarly strong
correlations to coverage and fault detection are enjoyed by
output uniqueness with non-web-based applications.
2

Full results available in PhD thesis[3]

Some of our output uniqueness criteria are specifically
web-orientated. However, we also observed that our purely
text-based output uniqueness criterion, OU-Text, enjoyed a
high correlation with whitebox criteria. Though our empirical results are currently confined to web applications,
OU-Text is, in principle, applicable to any application that
produces text output. This suggests future work to investigate whether OU-Text (and related, more general, output
uniqueness criteria) might be useful in non-web-based application testing scenarios.
Future work will also develop new blackbox test generation techniques that aim to maximise output diversity. The
test cases generated by such new techniques may be expected, based on our findings, to achieve high whitebox coverage and high fault finding effectiveness.
Developing such techniques is not trivial; one possible approach is to dynamically learn the effect of changing each
input (or combination of inputs) on the output to focus test
generation efforts on inputs that, when changed, yield interesting outputs. Progress or ‘coverage’ of the produced
test cases could be measured by estimating the number of
possible outputs using statistical estimation techniques.
Output uniqueness may also have a contribution to make
by reducing the impact of the Oracle Problem [21, 22, 40].
Where the human tester has to play the role of oracle, output
uniqueness will help in two ways: it can reduce the number
of test cases to be considered through selection and prioritisation, and it may ensure that those tests that the human
does consider will have highly distinct outputs, potentially
making them easier to check manually.
We believe our findings also include several actionable
findings for testing practitioners. Blackbox testing techniques are common in software testing practice [8, 9].

Table 3: Consistency and complementarity of fault
finding ability. For each application we report: All
faults (F), faults found by branch coverage (B),
faults found by output uniqueness (O), consistently
found (C), inconsistently found (I) and those found
by either technique (∪) and by both (∩)
App Name

F

FAQForge

67

Schoolmate 201

Webchess

PHPSysInfo

98

6

Timeclock

186

PHPBB2

79

B
O
C I OUC I
All
55 12
Text
51 16
Struct
55 12
37 30 Hidden
52 15
Subtypes 48 19
Seq
48 19
LastText 13 54
All
162 39
Text
134 67
Struct
148 53
102 99 Hidden 139 62
Subtypes 105 96
Seq
84 117
LastText 14 187
All
77 21
Text
56 42
Struct
71 27
44 54 Hidden
64 34
Subtypes 59 39
Seq
17 81
LastText 19 79
All
6 0
Text
6 0
Struct
5 1
4 2 Hidden
3 3
Subtypes 3 3
Seq
3 3
LastText 2 4
All
139 47
Text
125 61
Struct
90 96
136 50 Hidden
55 131
Subtypes 51 135
Seq
50 136
LastText 27 159
All
70 9
Text
55 24
Struct
61 18
74 9 Hidden
48 31
Subtypes 45 34
Seq
43 36
LastText 12 67

∪ ∩
58 34
57 31
58 34
55 34
54 31
54 31
37 13
176 88
154 82
168 82
163 78
145 62
135 51
103 13
77 44
58 42
77 38
75 33
70 33
46 15
45 18
6 4
6 4
6 3
4 3
4 3
4 3
6 0
163 112
149 112
163 63
139 52
138 49
138 48
136 27
74 66
74 51
74 57
74 44
74 41
74 39
71 11

B− O− F −
O B (∪)
3 21 9
6 20 10
3 21 9
3 18 12
6 17 13
6 17 13
24 0 30
14 74 25
20 52 47
20 66 33
24 61 38
40 43 56
51 33 66
89 1 98
0 33 21
2 14 40
6 33 21
11 31 23
11 26 28
29 2 52
26 1 53
0 2 0
0 2 0
1 2 0
1 0 2
1 0 2
1 0 2
4 2 0
24 27 23
24 13 37
73 27 23
84 3 47
87 2 48
88 2 48
109 0 50
4 4 5
19 4 5
13 4 5
26 4 5
29 4 5
31 4 5
59 1 8

Our findings offer the potential for practitioners to further
leverage existing blackbox techniques and tools to achieve
whitebox testing criteria. A web application tester could
generate pools of test cases using existing blackbox tools
and techniques and subsequently select subsets guided by
the output uniqueness criteria. Our findings also indicate
that subsets so-selected will find additional faults not found
by whitebox techniques.
Our findings can be used to improve the efficiency of existing test practices. Output uniqueness can be used to guide
the necessary selection and prioritisation processes [42] that
arise when the practice of executing all available test cases
is infeasible due to the large number of test cases. Di Nardo
et al. [12] suggested that novel prioritisation/selection approaches are required since relying on coverage alone is unlikely to provide significant improvements.

3.4

Threats to Validity

Internal threats: Internal threats to validity are factors
that affect the dependent variables and are not controlled
in the experiments. The test suites selected were all generated randomly in the same manner. The choice of test suite
size might have an effect on results however a random size
between 10 and 500 was chosen, because test suites smaller
than 10 might not display a diversity in coverage and number of distinct outputs and 500 is larger than the largest test
suite size that was originally produced by the testing tool.
External threats: External threats to validity are threats
that limit the ability to generalise results. There are three
main threats to external validity: the choice of applications
studied, the fault oracle used and the source of test cases in
the test pools.
We studied six applications. An empirical study of more
applications is needed before being able to generalise results. However, the selected applications represent different
domains and are used by real users. They also have diverse
sizes and architectures.
The faults measured to assess effectiveness are faults that
can be detected automatically. To generalise results to other
types of fault, an investigation of how these automatically
detectable faults relate to other types of faults is needed
or some other oracle must be found. However, the faults
reported and used in this study are real faults, not seeded
faults, and they are checked using a fully automated oracle,
freeing the study from experimenter bias in the selection of
faults studied.
Construct threats: Construct threats are related to the
measures used in the experiments and their ability to capture what they are measuring. Fault finding ability was
selected to measure the effectiveness of test suites and the
different criteria as it is the aim of any testing process. Path,
branch and statement coverage were selected to represent
structural coverage because branch and statement coverage
are widely used in the industry and research while path
coverage is the strongest structural coverage criteria and
thereby subsumes other structural and dataflow criteria not
measured in the study.

4.

RELATED WORK

The concept of output uniqueness draws on a rich intellectual history in the development of software testing that
can be traced back to the test selection criteria proposed
by Goodenough and Gerhart [20], and refined by Weyuker
and Ostrand [41] and Richardson and Clarke [36]. Output
uniqueness is closer, conceptually, to the idea of revealing
subdomains introduced by Weyuker and Ostrand, because
it is entirely a blackbox approach, whereas the equivalence
partitioning method of Richardson and Clarke involves both
black and whitebox techniques. Ostrand and Balcer [30] also
developed the concept of revealing subdomains by introducing the category partition method, in which a specification
is analysed in order to partition the input space into categories.
All of these approaches share the common motivation that
the input space can be partitioned into equivalence classes,
each of which capture a sub-computation. For Richardson
and Clark, an equivalence class is an undecidable (but practically approximatable) combination of the whitebox path
domain and the blackbox specification domain.

For Ostrand, Weyuker and Balcer, an equivalence class s
has the purely blackbox, yet also undecidable, property that
an element x of s leads to a correct output iff all elements of
s lead to correct output. Though unachievable in practice,
this has remained theoretically interesting and appealing,
because it reduces program verification to a potentially enumerable set of tests; an idea that has resonated in work that
combines verification and testing [17, 23, 24].
Output uniqueness shares a similar motivation: to consider tests which, in some sense, yield different outputs as
being preferable to those that yield, in some sense, the same
output. However, previous techniques focused on the input
space, seeking input sets for which computation is similar
according to a semantic abstraction. Output uniqueness focuses on the output space, seeking outputs that are different
according to some syntactic abstraction. In this paper, we
introduced seven such syntactic abstractions (pertinent to
web applications), though many other abstractions (and for
many other systems) are clearly possible and could be explored in future work.
Our focus on syntactic output differences also makes the
underlying decision procedure decidable, though there may
be no upper bound on the number of distinct outputs possible for some systems. Unlike other test adequacy criteria,
such as branch coverage, which have an upper bound for
all programs (though whether maximum coverage has been
achieved remains undecidable), a program with conceptually infinitely many outputs, has no upper bound on output
uniqueness.
Many studies [6, 16, 25, 29] have investigated the effectiveness of structural and dataflow test adequacy criteria. Such
studies investigate whether these criteria independently influence fault finding ability or whether any increased effectiveness is a side effect of the larger test suite sizes required
to satisfy the criteria. Previous studies have provided some
evidence that structural and dataflow coverage does influence fault detection effectiveness. However, results have also
showed that those criteria are not the only factor that affects
fault detection. In this paper we provide further evidence
supporting the findings of these studies, proposing and reporting on a new family of blackbox criteria that are based
on output and are complementary to whitebox coverage in
finding faults.
Dynamic Symbolic Execution [7, 19, 38] and Search Based
approaches [2, 28] are two widely studied whitebox testing
approaches that have been applied to web applications [4,
7]. Both approaches aim to maximise structural coverage
of the application under test. Structural coverage criteria
have been also used in test selection, prioritisation and minimisation [42]. The output uniqueness criteria presented in
this paper are proposed as a surrogate for these approaches
when whitebox approaches are not applicable.
Web application output has been used to understand the
application’s interface [13], automate the oracle [37] or help
crawlers in automatically completing online Forms [35]. This
previous work has not studied output uniqueness. For example, Elbaum et al. [13], in their interface identification
approach, examined the output to infer properties about
the inputs of the application to understand relationships between input fields. Our work is concerned with analysis of
output to maximise differences (output uniqueness). The
two approaches might be combined in future work to design
an output uniqueness test generation approach.

In feedback directed random testing (RANDOOP) [31,
32, 33], the feedback from executing test sequences, such as
exceptions and violations, is used to exclude sequences that
cause errors from the generation process. We propose to use
the feedback from executing test cases to diversify output,
excluding test cases that produce already seen output in
favour of those that maximise ‘output novelty’ (uniqueness).
Yuan and Memon [43, 44] observed the effect of executing test sequences on the state to identify interacting states
as a means of generating tests for Graphical User Interface
(GUI) testing. These states are then used to generate new
sequences that are effective in finding new faults. Their approach focuses on test sequences and their interactions while
we propose to diversify the output of the entire test suite.
Adaptive Random Testing (ART) [10, 11] aims to diversify the inputs in test cases while our approach focuses on
diversifying the output. In our empirical study, all test cases
were unique, i.e., the combination of input values in each
test case does not appear in any other test case used. However, we did not calculate any similarity measures between
input values as is suggested by ART. Therefore, the two approaches might be complementary and further investigations
are needed to establish the relationship between these two
approaches.
Many random test data generation tools are available:
Web crawling tools for web applications are available both
commercially and as research prototypes [18]. These tools
are able to generate a large number of test cases. Our proposed OU criteria can be used as a post-processing step to
select a subset of the test cases generated by these tools.
According to the findings we present in this paper, it would
be reasonable to hope that the test cases thus selected will
tend to favour structural coverage and fault finding ability.
Our previous NIER paper [5] was the first paper to propose the idea of output uniqueness, introducing four output
uniqueness criteria. In this paper we extend these four with
three additional criteria and report results of an empirical
study that demonstrate that output uniqueness can be used
as both surrogate for whitebox testing and also as a consistent fault finding supplement.

5.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have demonstrated that the new blackbox
testing criterion, output uniqueness, can be used to achieve
high levels of structural (whitebox) test coverage for web
applications. Specifically, we present evidence from an empirical study on six real-world web applications that indicates high levels of correlation between output uniqueness
and statement, branch and path coverage.
We have also presented empirical evidence concerning the
faults found by output uniqueness. The findings from this
study allow us to conclude that output uniqueness is a promising new blackbox testing criterion for web applications. Not
only can it be used as an effective surrogate for whitebox
testing when no source code is available, it also complements
whitebox testing; finding faults that whitebox testing leaves
undetected.
Finally, we have presented evidence concerning the consistency of test cases selected to achieve output uniqueness.
These results indicate that test suites selected to achieve
output uniqueness are more consistent in the faults they
find when compared to those selected for existing whitebox
criteria.

6.
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